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I. INTRODUCTION 
Eritrea: An independent state in Africa bounded of the East by the Red sea, on the Southern east by Djibouti, on 

the South and west by Ethiopia, and in the North and Northwest Sudan. Eritrea covers an area of 121,144 sq. km. 

It is located in south central plateau highland, which forms the core of the Nation. 

Eritrea’s resources have supported a largely agricultural way of life. The nation possesses potentially valuable 

potash deposits and possibly gold, iron, and petroleum. Formerly under Italian and British control, Eritrea was 

taken over by Ethiopia in 1952, provoking along war of liberation that ended with Eritrean independence in 1991. 

Eritrea was established as an Italian colony on January first 1890. Italian rule lasted until Second World War, 

when British forced to conquer the territory.  

 MAI-AYNI is located some 80kms, south of Asmara. It’s now the administration center of sub-zone Mai-Ayni. 

Formerly Mai-Ayni was established by an Italian investor who first settled and labored in this remote and barren 

area. It was first settled as a citrus fruit growing center. Besides the citrus plantation, mango trees were planted 

and later dairy cows, pigs and chicken were reared. The inhabitants of the surrounding villages tell that not more 

than 5 Hectares / two separate plots/ of citrus plantation were started from scratch. They relate how there would 

be millionaire Italian farmer negotiated and cleared the dry and thorny Acacia trees there. They say he ate what 

they ate and slept where they slept. This was during the Italian Administration some hundred years ago. 

As the name implies, Mai Ayni is a confluence of a number of streams that feed the Mereb River. Moreover, it is 

a social as well as economic center of the surrounding area. During the Italians, Britishers, as well as the Ethiopian 

Administration it was used as a social and economic capital of the locality. Dozens of employees worked at Mai 

Ayni, some for their whole lives. 

The importance of Mai Ayni started to decline during the Ethiopian Administration-especially during the so called 

Military Administration of the Dergue. From time to time the Ethiopian soldiers swarmed and looted whatever 

they found in Mai Ayni. The population of the surrounding villages was displaced, looted and killed as well. 

Under the E.L.F it was poorly managed. But during the tenure of the E.P.L.F, it became a site of social gathering 

and a source of food for the fighters and the surrounding villagers. In fact the weekly marketing day was held in 

this vicinity. Inadvertently even the Ethiopian marauding soldiers benefited from it, from the time to time they 

came to this area in great numbers and carried away anything they considered useful for them. There was even a 

time when tens of unemployed ladies brought example, 15kg of mango fruit for 1 Ethiopian birr which they carried 

it on their backs for about 40km as far as Adi-Keih to be sold for about 15 to 20 Ethiopian birr. These poor girls 

could again buy and bring important consumables back to home.   

 Mni-Ayni was an economic hub, as Nakfa was a military center. For the whole E.P.L.F army in the area behind 

the frontlines (Dhri Mesmer) this O’asis was a focal point and a place worth of defending. After independence 

Mai Ayni became an example of bravery and model of patriotism. Because of this shining example, there are 

several citrus plantations with good economic income and to be a number of local and settled investors in this 

area. In addition to this agricultural processes exercising by the Italian small factories were also continued. For 

example factory of Nora in Kherxe khemte and Merengi in Adi-Nebri. This Nora factory was highly exercised 

during period of Haileslasie. It was used for infrastructure stuffs. This Nora factory was manufactured in a place 

called Endhish. The second factory which was taken place during the Italian period was the Merengi silicon 

Abstract; The idea of commercial and trade activity was begun from the ancient time. Because of its strategic 

location people came to this area and exercise trade activities, generally from ancient there was trade 

relations with Ethiopia. Then later on the emergence of gardening products were exported to different towns. 

The factories had also a great role for the commerce and trade activities at that time.  
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(Silicon Dioxide). They made different types of bottles and it was used for different purposes. During Dergue 

period they got fertile and rich soil from this place called Mebred, it was found in this sub-zone. This factory of 

Merengi was highly exercised during Haileslasei time.  Moreover the society during this time they exercised  

in politics also, they were united together and resisted the colonizers. This was done financially and socially. 

 Nowadays Mai-Ayni is owned and managed by experienced ex-fighters. They have a unified mananagement of 

the plantation. As in the past they grow Citrus, Mangoes as well as vegetables and fodder grass for feeding-dairy 

cows, pigs, small ruminants, chicken etc...Now that the old Mai-Ayni after enduring innumerable hardships during 

colonial era has even become a famous medium size town as the center of sub-zone Mai-Ayni.   

 

II. BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

MAI AYNI is a place found 80km south of Asmara. First this place was vacant and barren area. It was known 

from 1950s, in this place there was only small grass and trees, like acacia. As the name indicates, this place has 

high water supply and two great rivers passed through it. Also this place is plain and surrounded by mountain. 

There are villages like Adi- Barin, people of this village came to this sub zone for water supply and health facilities. 

Then those people came to this place and started to settle there. At this time Italian investors were came to this 

region and start to invest. By this one Italian individual established huge agricultural field and started to produce 

fruits like Mangoes, Orange and Lemon. People from the surrounding villages like, Seraae, Adi-Barin, 

Genetesaba, Tedrer, Habenat etc were came to this place and they were exercising trade activity. This was how 

this sub zone was formed and the huge agricultural field emerged there.  

 

III. OBJECTIVES 

 Our objective is mainly deals to describe the history of Mai-Ayni, to know the origin of this place and the 

society as well.  

 Also the Social, Cultural, Political and Economic impact caused by the colonizers.  

 In addition to this our Objectives deals with the formation of the agricultural field, and its impact and 

influence upon the indigenous people.  

 To discuss the role and significance of this place in Economy and Society as well. 

 

IV. HISTORY OF MAI AYNI 
Historical AKele-Guzay was one of the major distinct among the 7 familiar regions of Eritrea. Formerly Mai-

Ayni Sub-Zone and the surrounding places were known by Mereb-Mlash or Akele-Guzay. Distinct Akele-Guzay 

information, if it was comparing with parts of Mereb-Mlash it had more similarities. The society of this region 

was engaged in agriculture and pastoralist life or activities. At the end of 1892 the total number of Akele-Guzay 

was from 50,000to 60,000. 500 and 7000 of the total society were Muslim and catholic Christianity respectively, 

the rest were orthodox Christian. In traditional print and art script those society had good knowledge, above all 

sexual transmission disease was very common in this region. The general language of this area was geez. This 

people have some lineage with the people of Tigray and they also had their own language and writing scripts. 

They kept some art sites and amazingly they preserve the Christian ideology from all Africans. These people were 

against racial discrimination and respectful to each other.  

 Mai-Ayni is one of the 12 sub-zones which formed the Zoba-Debub and its located 78km towards south from the 

capital Asmara. Mai-Ayni as a place had both the lowland and semi lowland climatic condition and it covered an 

area of 601.07squre km. This area is one of the known agricultural fields in Eritrea. This region had crucial 

physical location for agriculture and environmental history of the country. About 7,249 families or 31,823 

individuals are living on this region. As its name indicated Mai-Ayni was found in between two big Eritrean 

rivers, namely river Mereb and Sebene, these two rivers were passing through this region and flow to Ethiopea 

river. Due to these seasonal rivers this region was full fertile soil and water supply. before the coming of Italians 

Mai-ayni was just vacant and buffer zone later this area came to know as Akele-Guzay or village at the intersection 

of Adi-Keih, Dekemhare and Mendefera roads and mainly by its surrounding huge plains of Hazemo and by the 

two important rivers. Some nomadic people from Hazemo and other surrounding villages came to this area and 

stayed for a while.  

The surrounding villages were consisted of small family members. For instance, Adi-Barin, Genetesaba, 

Khertse-Khemte, Khnafna, Adi-Nebri, Maekuno, Mebred and the others were some of the villages which 

surrounded May-Ayni. Those villages mentioned on the above gained water supply for themselves and live stocks 

from this place; In fact this area was not suitable for settlement because of the high infection of malaria.  

Gradually the importance of Mai-Ayni was realized by the society especially with the coming of Italians. Even if 

there were small scale agricultural activities, Italians improved the system of agriculture with modern agricultural 

way. Generally Italians were exploited the arable lands of highlands of Eritrea, same to this May-Ayni was one 

of the exploited ones. Italian Colonizers identify the most fertile lands and took from the society. Like most 

Eritreans, people of Mai-Ayni were also accepted without any resistance, this was due to famine, lack of political 

awareness and weakening of the society by Abyssinian invaders.  
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Generally with the coming of Italy many developments had taken place, for example development in Agriculture, 

Industry and Infrastructures. It was from 1890-1900, the main development was military activity, but starting from 

1920 the industrial activity was begun to develop in Eritrea. Italy in order to consolidate their power they need 

money as well as military power, at that time the economy of Eritrea was very slow. Italy used Eritrea for many 

reasons for, Settlement, Market place, and for supplier of raw materials. Due to that many Italians came to different 

parts of Eritrea and start to do varies activities, Mai-Ayni was one of them. Italian individuals or investors came 

to Mai-Ayni and start to do agricultural activities. As it was mentioned on the above Mai-Ayni was just a vacant 

and unfilled place, but Italians identify the most fertile land and took from the society, then the policy of dominate 

accrued. They also start to destroy big trees like, Arkobkobay, Olive tree. Then they use this for rail ways and 

materials for offices also for fuel. 

 

V. NATURE OF THE SOCIETY 

At first this area or place was not suitable to live, this was due to nature of climate and disease malaria. So that 

the society of this place was only nomadic people, they didn’t have permanent settlement. The now called Mai-

Ayni was at that time vacant area but with full of water. Gradually after the coming of Italians during 1880’s the 

society of the surrounding villages started to migrate to this place in a need of water. Then slowly they start to 

settle there. Later on,   people of this area begun to exercise small scale farming activity. If one strolls down to 

the Mai-Ayni sub-zone’s village of traditional livelihood, one could learn something unique that was mainly 

practiced in the ancient times. According to the briefings obtained from there, during the honeymoon time, a bride 

was not allowed to go out of her husband’s house ever to answer nature’s call. But rather, a new deep hole would 

be dug within the house hold so as to be used as toilet. In villages like Adi-Auntra, Adi-Auka, Auduf, Saho and 

Tigre were the early habitants. Those peoples were gathered in the form of families, most of them were nomadic 

and some were pastoralist people. Later on especially with the coming of Italy Tigrigna settlers begun to settle in 

this place and they started to exercise small scale farming and trade activity. During the colonial period these 

society play a great role in resisting the enemy by different ways. They supply food, weapons, and different 

materials to the soldiers of Eritrea, above all Muslim and Christian society of this region had close relation among 

them. When the Italian Colonizers came to this region they started to exploit the natural and human resource. 

They took many youth men from this area for military help. This society’s provincial administration was in Adi-

Keih, but later they changed it to Mendefera. 

The land tenure system of this place was Dessa form of land, due to that the Italians didn’t allow them to have 

land. Until 1975 the society of this place were engaging in trade, they exchange Chicken, Coffee, Taff and Cattle’s 

through Tsorona with Ethiopians. Ideologically haile slasie was following religious discrimination among Eritrean 

society, as the result of this so many social conflict and civil war accrued between Muslims and Christians in some 

places of Eritrea. Unlike this the society of Mai-Ayni were united each other and showed great opposition.   

With the coming of Dergue the situation of this region   continued in a harsh way, for instance the Dergue had 

banned the trade activities among the society in this region and they slaughtered a lot of cattle of this region. All 

these persecution had motivated the people of this area to arise against the regime. During 1970’s there were full 

participation of the people in Eritrean armed struggle, for example in Habenat 12 cell members were got killed, 

Mrs. Bahgu with her husband Mr. Kidane were also murdered. 

 

VI. DEVELOPMENT IN WATER SUPPLY 

From very beginning this region was known by its sufficient water supply. This was due to the well-known rivers 

which flow through Mai-Ayni. At the time of the colonial era, the nearby villages like Adi-Barin due to their lack 

of water they used to come to Mai-Ayni in order to get water. This was so hard especially for women but, in the 

past independence years they brought hand pump that give service to 12 villages. Those societies they used to 

manage their water flow by constricting Dams, Canals and Wells.  It is worth mentioning that all rivers of the 

Southern region such as Mereb, Gensel, Hadas, and other feeder rivers pass through this respective sub-zone. 

Such natural endowment coupled with the very fertile nature of soil texture has therefore enabled this sub-zone to 

be exceedingly a center of ample harvest as compared to the rest parts of the Southern region. As there are plans 

for the construction of varied water reservoirs, future agricultural output of the sub-zone would definitely increase. 

The farmers of this sub-zone use different water sources for there are three dams namely Sesewe, Ona-Foron, and 

Kertsekemte and also 16 micro dams. Additionally, the farmers drill wells and make use of river streams. Since 

there is a plan to construct strategic dams, the prospect of agricultural output of the sub-zone is very promising. 

 

VII. DEVELOPMENT IN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

In ancient time transportation system in this place was so poor, they used traditional way of transportation like, 

using donkey, mule, and camels and even on a foot. With the coming of Italians some improvements were taken 

place, construction of roads for transporting their products from Mai-Ayni towards Asmara. After independence 

this transportation system improved very well. Mai-Ayni sub- zone was a village used as intersection of the Adi-

Keih, Mendefera and Dekemhare roads at the northern end of Hazemo plain. In addition to this there are roads 
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which have link with Mai-Ayni like, Mendefera-Knafna-Mai-Ayni, Segeneyti-Mai-Ayni, Sheka-Eyamo-Mai-

Ayni, Khaatit-Mai-Ayni and Segeneyti-Mai-Ayni. The following road stations gave the society easy 

transportation service and it made the sub-zone as the central place for commercial activities. 

 

VIII. DEVELOPMENT IN COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURE 

This commercial agricultural activity in Mai-Ayni was exercised with the coming of Italians but, it was limited 

due to the knowledge of the society.  Until independence this commercial agricultural work was going on as it 

was but, after independence government of Eritrea introduced some improvements in Agro-Commercial activities. 

For example they presented irrigational based Agriculture; this made the society of Mai-Ayni to had opportunity 

of owning land. At the result of this about 581 individuals got 1049.93 hectare of land. Generally the society was 

engaged in breeding of animals and bee keeping activities. In light of the fact that southern region is the country’s 

hub of agricultural activities, one may not be surprised to hear that vast agricultural areas have been put under 

cultivation in the Mai-Ayni sub-zone. What is really impressing is that many traditional farming practician have 

been joining to more advanced irrigation system. Coupled with the sufficient water reserves the Dams of Unafero 

and Sesewe impounded, the number of farmers in Mai-Ayni subzone has been gradually increasing.  

Hence 40 hectares of farm land in Unaforo and 20 hectares in Sesewe and also 25 hectares in the villages of 

Tekalil and Deda have been leveled for irrigation based farming. Mr. Ghebrehiwet Fremichael, Chairperson of 

the association of fruits and vegetables farmers in Mai-Ayni sub-zone, highlighted that there is encouraging 

development in the cultivation of different plantations. The farmers of this sub-zone have been working hard 

towards boosting orange, papaya, and guava production. According to Mr. Ghebrehiwet, the Government has 

rehabilitated dairy farmers through offering cows for free and any member of the association has been beneficiary 

of oil supply at nominal price. But, any beneficiary is obliged to reproduce and freely distribute the cows to another 

beneficiary. A group of five citizens in the semi-urban town of Mai-Ayni have established a small group of 

association, which is actively engaged in agricultural activities. Currently, the association is registering numerous 

progresses using modern method of agriculture, producing fruits and vegetables, boost dairy and meat farm, 

animal farm (pig, sheep and chicken). Around 12.7 hectare of land is in use by the association. Hence, the number 

of farmers in Mai-Ayni subzone has been gradually increasing. Moreover, Mr. Tesfamichel Micheal, a member 

of the association in Mai- Ayni said “when we first started gardening we had a number of plans and now we are 

extending our activity to animal farming especially pig, and sheep and this is a sneak preview of the future of the 

agricultural aspect in Eritrea.” 

 

IX. AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES 

The development and evolvement of human beings is different from place to place hence their demands in 

numerous aspects especially their demands on food is different both in quality and quantity from each other. Some 

of the developed Societies Practice the modern farming method therefore they produce enough food for their 

respective Society with an extra supply in stockpile. On the other hand, some practice traditional farming method 

leading to poor harvest which ultimately brings food shortage in the particular area or Society. Agricultural and 

Commercial activities in Eritrea had been exercised for Centuries but, with the coming of Italians it begun to 

improve in a modern way.  

Eritrea was among the first countries in Africa that had been practicing modern method of farming. Nevertheless, 

the continuous Colonization that followed one after the other had resulted in destruction and backwardness which 

destroyed the then new method of farming consequently leading the country to financial crisis and poverty.  Using 

traditional farming methods was indeed a big challenge in producing ample food supply with the changing life 

style of the societies and with the increasing demand for food.From the dawn of Independence the government 

has been striving relentlessly in laying conducive ground for the development of the Country in various aspects. 

Thus, as part and parcel of the policy the Government of Eritrea has been exerting efforts in changing the 

traditional method of farming by creating awareness among the farmers and the Society in general. Various 

trainings were offered to the farmers on how to use the land properly and on using the modern technology method 

of farming. Indeed, it has brought a change in the progress speed of the agricultural aspect of the country. Mai-

Ayni was at first vacant and empty place due to the uncomfortable climate and Malaria disease. However there 

were few Nomadic, Pastoral and other small scale farming activities were taken place. The farming activity was 

not being successful because there was lack of modernize agricultural techniques. As a result of this, their 

production was limited which means from hand to mouth. And this led to deprived Commercial activities. During 

the Italian Colonization period there was an extensive modern plantation area in the Country like Ala, Ghindea, 

Elabered and Mai-Ayni .Those plantation areas were some of the well-established and much known areas in 

producing various kinds of fruits and vegetables. However, those plantation areas were owned by the foreigners 

and established to fulfill the interest and needs of the Colonizers. The Eritrean people beyond improving their 

working habit on the fields had no satisfying or enough payment although they worked day and night. Therefore, 

through course of time the plantation areas were destroyed due to various reasons and mainly the war waged for 

liberation. Particular scholars approached to this place and took its soil then they realized that it was suitable for 
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plantation and cultivation. After assuring all this some Italian individuals begun to settle and established a small 

scaled farming area in this place. Later the settled Italians had introduced new kind of extensive gardens which 

covered 5-6 hectares also established, effective agricultural methods like, terracing, construction of dams and 

irrigational system. Moreover they created job opportunities for the natives in a relative way. In light of the fact 

that southern region is the country’s hub of Agricultural activities, one may not be surprised to hear that vast 

agricultural areas have been put under cultivation in the Mai-Ayni sub-zone. What is really impressing is that 

many traditional farming practitioners have been joining to more advanced irrigation system.  

Early development of Garden Mai-Ayni   

In Eritrea the concept of Garden was began with the coming of Italians. The society’s awareness in gardening was 

growing throughout the Country thus fruit and vegetable farming’s were extending widely after the coming of 

Italians. As we mentioned in the previous chapter, it is worth mentioning that all rivers of the southern region 

such as Mereb, Gensel, Hadas and other feeder rivers pass through this respective sub-zone. Such natural 

endowment coupled with the very fertile nature of soil texture has therefore enabled this sub-zone to be 

exceedingly a center of ample harvest. As compared to the rest parts of the Southern region, there are plans for 

the construction of varied water reservoirs. As an outcome of these activities, future agricultural output of the sub-

zone would definitely increase. Familiar garden in Mai-Ayni originated by an Italian settler Dr. Rossi and his wife 

Mrs. Anna. At first he was used to dig five holes per a day. In addition to that he was a very smart and hard worker. 

This man was poor enough during his first arrival; even he was eating boiled maize. Later on he could change the 

area to extreme green agricultural fields. There were three main factors for the emerging of the garden in this 

region. Firstly, this place was a center for the surrounding towns like, Tsorona, Dekemhare, Adi-Keih and 

Mendefera. The second reason for the construction of this garden in this sub-zone was, due to the huge availability 

of water. For instance Mereb and Sebene rivers were passing through this area. The third factor was, in line for 

the two rivers there was rich soil fertility.  

 
Within short period of time Dr. Rossi could benefit massive amount of fruits such as, Orange, Mango, Lemon and 

Papaya and vegetables. In addition to this agricultural product, domestication of Pigs, Rabbits and Chickens was 

developed by these Italian individuals in Mai-Ayni. The workers of surrounding villages were engaged in 

traditional farming activity before the coming of Italians but after the establishment of this Mai-Ayni garden, they 

begun to work as laborers of the Italians. This means they didn’t form their own garden, people of nearby villages 

like, Ser’ae, Adi-Barin, Genetesaba, Habenat and Tedrer were coming to Mai-Ayni in order to get water for their 

cattle and to buy fruits from the garden. The products which gained from the farming fields were distributed to 

surrounding villages.  
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 After short period of development in agricultural activities DR. Rossi died due to internal sickness at the age of 

54. After the death of her husband Ms. Anna took full responsibility on the field/garden and she improved the 

techniques of her husband in a dramatic way.  Ms. Anna was an intelligent diplomatic woman, that’s why she had 

respectable relations with the habitants of this region. Participation of the native people in this garden was in a 

good position. She was granted additional rewards to those employers who performed well and she was also 

created job opportunity for those who enabled people. Unlike this she prepared a Molta/punishment for those who 

took any fruit without her knowledge.  

At that time the number of workers/laborers was increased for example about 25 workers were engaged in the 

field. One of them who are still alive in the ground is Ato. Measho, he explained that ‘at that time we were 

collecting 4-5 thousand kilos of fruits per a day during the production season’. While she was earning huge amount 

of products from the field parallel to this due to the colonial era there was political instability and social pressures 

in the sub-zone. 

After the Italians, British military administration had come to power as trusteeship of Eritrea and they destroyed 

the infrastructure that was built by the Italians. However the agricultural and commercial activates ruined by Ms. 

Anna was continued as it was. British military administration didn’t bring any change in Eritrean economy because 

their main focus was in military. The new British military administration (BMA) retained Italian government 

functionaries, paid Italians unemployed benefits and encouraged Italian entrepreneurs to develop import-

substitution industries and agricultural estates to serve their warm time needs. At the same time the British 

encouraged Italian development of food processing as well as increased agricultural production to satisfy their 

local and regional demands. Ms. Anna’s field/garden was producing massive amount of products that goes for 

Dekemhare, Asmara and later even to Italy (Rome).  

After the hot debate of Eritrean case, the UNO organization has decided Eritrea to federate with Ethiopia. Claiming 

that, Eritrea was not self-reliant economically. Next to British emperor Haile Selassie came to power. He 

introduced a policy like Ethiopiansation, expansionism, investment and non-interference. This all policies 

imposed economic depression. Unfortunately these situations were not suitable for Ms. Anna. With the short 

period of time her products began to decline. This was because of, the continuous bloody war and crises around 

this region. Then Ms. Anna was unable to live and work on the agricultural fields, even the transportation vehicles 

which were facilitated Ms. Anna in exporting her products to surrounding towns such as Mendefera, Dekemhare 

and Asmara were stopped. Later she faced a great crisis as a result of this; she started to sell newspaper on the 

street of Asmara. Then within short period of time she move to her home land Italy and died there.    

After Ms. Anna left the area, the employers were took the responsibility of the garden. Soon after this place began 

to come under EPLF and ELF. Though both parts had different ideologies and political difference they were 

discussed about Mai-Ayni’s garden. Because their aim was to liberate Eritrea and to improve the agricultural 

activates especially the EPLF.  So both parties had agreed to make safety for this place selecting their 

representatives. Finally the EPLF had argued to protect those workers who were under the Italians and gave a 

responsibility to the 8 employers in order to water silk this place either with the help of workers or other options.  

At last they agreed and as a result of this they had planned to bring cars (ARRART) from Adi-quala and Mendefera 

to stabilize this land. After 18 months the ELF had come and abolished the pact. Then they asked the workers 

about their salary during Italians, the workers replied that they were given 60 lire. After that the ELF avoid every 

activity which had done by the employers, in addition to that they started to propagate everything in the garden 

were belong to them. At the same time in order to realize their thought they increased the worker’s salary from 

60-70.  

As a result of all this civil war had broken out between ELF and EPLF, Under the E.L.F it was poorly managed. 

But during the tenure of the E.P.L.F, it became a site of social gathering and a source of food for the fighters and 

the surrounding villagers. 

Finally the EPLF took the garden from ELF and gained complete control over this garden. The importance of Mai 

Ayni started to decline during the Ethiopian Administration-especially during the so called Military 

Administration of the Dergue. From time to time the Ethiopian soldiers swarmed and looted whatever they found 

in Mai Ayni. The population of the surrounding villages was displaced, looted and killed as well.  While happens 

all these things, Dergue regime had distracted all the economic activities in the whole country. Though they didn’t 

destroyed the Mai-Ayni garden, were gaining benefit from this place. There was a continuous war between EPLF 

and Dergue in this region, as a result of this when Dergue occupied the garden they only used it as a source of 

food and they certainly not did any destruction to the garden. Parallel to this when the EPLF captured this garden 

they improve the product and used it for food supply to their army force as well as for medicines.  

Moreover, after independence the government put vigorous efforts focusing mainly on the development of 

agricultural aspects. Through the government’s motto of Self-reliance numerous irrigation-based agricultural area 

are widely introduced around the country. Nowadays, the public’s awareness in gardening is growing throughout 

the country thus fruit and vegetable farming’s are extending widely. As a result, many nationals are actively 

engaged in producing fruits and vegetables hence they create a working atmosphere for many citizens.  
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Simultaneously, they are improving their living standard as well as satisfying the demands of their respective 

society. Therefore, the scores that are registered in the agricultural sectors are nothing other than the vigorous 

efforts taken by the people and government of Eritrea. Every year dams have been constructing throughout the 

country; those dams have as well played a big role in irrigating the agricultural lands. The people are exploiting 

the agricultural infrastructures that are built with a huge amount of capital as per their benefits. The fruit and 

vegetable gardens below the dams are really beautiful and a sight for the sore eye and adequately satisfying for 

the demands of the people. As there are plans for the construction of varied water reservoirs, future agricultural 

output of the sub-zone would definitely increase.  

Fruits and vegetables harvested in Mai-Ayni sub-zone was incomparable with those cultivated in other areas of 

the region.  This year’s good rainy season has also contributed for the increase in the number of livestock and 

thereby for the increase of dairy product. Bee keeping is also among the agricultural activities which are 

gradually developing. In 1998 a group of five citizens in the semi-urban town of Mai-Ayni have established a 

small group of association, which is actively engaged in agricultural activities. Currently, the association is 

registering numerous progresses using modern method of agriculture, producing fruits and vegetables, boost dairy 

and meat farm, animal farm (pig, sheep and chicken). Around 12.7 hectare of land is in use by the association. 

Hence, the number of farmers in Mai-Ayni subzone has been gradually increasing.   

The sub zone of Mai-Ayni has a broad and conducive agricultural plain land and some water catchment areas. 

The place is also full of various kinds of trees thus the people are not limited only in gardening but are also able 

to practice livestock’s. Mr. Ghebrehiwet Fremichael, Chairperson of the association of fruits and vegetables 

farmers in Mai-Ayni sub-zone, highlighted that there is encouraging development in the cultivation of different 

plantations. The farmers of this sub-zone have been working hard towards boosting Orange, Papaya, and Guava 

production. According to Mr. Ghebrehiwet, the Government has rehabilitated dairy farmers through offering cows 

for free and any member of the association has been beneficiary of oil supply at nominal price. But, any beneficiary 

is obliged to reproduce and freely distribute the cows to another beneficiary.  

Nowadays Mai-Ayni is owned and managed by experienced ex-fighters. They have a unified management of the 

plantation. As in the past they grow Citrus fruits, as well as vegetables and fodder grass for feeding-dairy Cows, 

Pigs, small Ruminants, and Chicken. The ample agricultural outputs of the sub-zone have indeed enabled the 

farmers’ to be economically strong and thereby lead better lifestyle. 

 

X. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY 
One thing that distinguishes human beings from the rest of the animal kingdom is their ability to exert efforts in 

changing and modifying the nature-bestowed resources in accordance of their own needs and wants. Human 

beings are not limited to feed from the natural resources of the earth; they combine their efforts, knowledge and 

wisdom as to change and modify the natural resources to their benefits. Thus, we are distinctive from other kinds 

of species as such we are able to lead a civilized life comparing with other animals. In every corner of the world 

there has been saw several kinds of agricultural activities which resulted in developing commercial manners.  

Likewise Eritrea was a country which enjoyed a trade and commercial activities from ancient time. The 

commercial deeds in Eritrea had mainly started with the establishment of Axumite kingdom. Especially the 

highland people were exercised in trade and commerce with several neighboring places. This commercial activity 

had begun to develop from time to time, particularly with the coming of Italians. Generally speaking the change 

had taken place in a country wide; however the heart land of the trade activities was in this region at that time. 

Before the Italians landed in this region various societies were participating in trade and commerce. But with the 

coming of Italians shape of commercial activities start to show a dramatic change. Since Eritrea became the colony 

of Italy, the commercial activities in this region begun to develop. Similar to this Mai-Ayni garden was served a 

lot of trade and commercial activities during Italian period. Particularly the huge amounts of products which 

export to Dekemhare, Asmara as well as to abroad countries (Rome) were through Mrs. Anna’s contribution.  

Mai-Ayni sub-zone is also known for its livestock resources and hence is a market place where a number of people 

flock from different corners of the country to buy livestock from this area. This year’s good rainy season has 

also contributed for the increase in the number of livestock and thereby for the increase of dairy product. Bee 

keeping is also among the agricultural activities which are gradually developing. Moreover Da-Naday was one of 

the familiar customers of this Garden. He was contracting with the Gardeners and after that he was exporting to 

Italy in order to manufacturing it. In addition to this white Taff and coffee were importing Items from Ethiopia. 

This shows that there was a trade relationship with Ethiopia. All in all in 1975 commercial activates with Ethiopia 

was highly developed.  

 During the period of Dr. Rossi 40 quintals of Mango, Maize, and Tomatoes were produced and presented to the 

market. Also Galo an Italian man was another customer of this garden, and later in 1973 family Ayele from 

Kudofelassie had begun to fix it for a short period of time. There was also an extensive trade exchanges between 

this region and Ethiopia until the coming of Dergue regime in position. Domestic animals such as cattle, Goats 

and Hens were exchanged in this region, at that time Mai-Ayni was used as central marketing place. Different 

individuals   who came from the surrounding villages and towns were participating in this marketing process. 
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There was even a time when tens of unemployed ladies bought example, 15kg of mango fruit for 1 Ethiopian birr 

which they carried it on their backs for about 40km as far as Adi-Keih to be sold for about 15 to 20 Ethiopian birr. 

These poor girls could again buy and bring important consumables back to home.   

 In 1975 all developments which had been in this region began to collapse due to the coming of Dergue regime. 

They closed the ways of trading with Ethiopia. That’s why the people couldn’t move from place to place freely. 

So the importance of Mai-Ayni started to decline during the Ethiopian Administration-especially during the so 

called Military Administration of the Dergue. From time to time the Ethiopian soldiers swarmed and looted 

whatever they found in Mai-Ayni. The population of the surrounding villages was displaced, looted and killed as 

well.  

After independence the commercial situation starts to recover by the government of Eritrea. From 1998 Mai-Ayni 

Garden is owned and managed by experienced ex-fighters. They have a unified management of plantation. As in 

the past, they grow Citrus fruits as well as vegetables and fodder grass for feeding dairy Cows, Pigs, small 

Ruminants, Chickens etc.            

Factories and their development in commercial activities 

 
 

 The country’s economy during the Italian colonial occupation (1890-1941) was characterized by industrialization, 

infrastructural developments of small factories and limited mechanized farming. Italians in general had so many 

informs in different sections. Such factorial Developments in this Sub-Zone were:  

(A) Floor mills is of these currently working which were established in the occupation in (1895, 1912, 1939, and 

1940). This factory was found in village called Kertse-Khemte. About 1050tons of flour were produced per 

month... 

 (B) Compound Liquor Factory known as L.E.A. It’s established in 1939 for the production of various types of 

alcoholic beverage from pure alcohol and essence. Raw materials are alcohol (imported prior to the occupation) 

locally produced essence from abroad. 6,000 liters of all types of  alcoholic beverage per month.  

(C) Meringi bottle factory this factory was founded in Adi-Nebri from1986-87. This factory brought its raw 

materials (silicon dioxide) from this place, which is used for making bottles, glass and other glass manufactured 

dishes. This silicon dioxide raw material was send to Asmara and manufactured it to finishing products there. 

These factories were functioning during Hailesslasie’s period.  

All the above stated factories played. U.N., influential role in developing Commercial and Trade 

activities.  Nowadays, the public’s awareness in gardening is growing throughout the country thus fruit and 

vegetable farming’s are extending widely. As a result, many nationals are actively engaged in producing fruits 

and vegetables hence they create a working atmosphere for many citizens. Simultaneously, they are improving 

their living standard as well as satisfying the demands of their respective society. Therefore, the scores that are 

registered in the agricultural sectors are nothing other than the vigorous efforts taken by the people and 

government of Eritrea 

 

XI. CONCLUSION 
Mai-Ayni sub-zone has 14 administrative areas with a total population of around 55,000. The Mai-Ayni sub-zone 

is situated at 1500 meters above the sea level. River Mereb and Sebene, these two rivers were passing through 

this region and flow to Ethiopian river. As it was stated on the above the name Mai-Ayni was given to this area 

due to the availability of water. The colonial era in Eritrea especially in this Sub-Zone, it affects the society as 

well as their economy. Before that the society were mainly focus on small farming and nomadic activities, and 

most of them were scattered society. The inhabitants of the surrounding villages tell that the not more than 
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5hectars/ two separate plots of Citrus plantation were started from scratch. They planned how they would be 

millionaire’s Italian farmer by negotiating and clearing the dry and thorny Acacia trees there. This was during the 

Italian administration some 60-70 years ago.  With the coming of Italians the nature of the Society was changed, 

also in economy they brought in huge change. For example construction of Dams, Wells, Terracing and formation 

of Irrigational system with modernize agricultural activities. This led for the development of agriculture and 

economy of the society.  

The idea of commercial and trade activity was begun from the ancient time. Because of its strategic location 

people came to this area and exercise trade activities, generally from ancient there was trade relations with 

Ethiopia. Then later on the emergence of gardening products were exported to different towns. The factories had 

also a great role for the commerce and trade activities at that time. 

The idea of gardening was first emerged by Italian farmers Dr. Rossi with his wife Mrs. Anna. Nowadays well 

known garden in Mai-Ayni was first established by those Italian farmers. Those farmers start to produce fruits 

like mango, orange, and others at that time. As this place was found between two big rivers, there was sufficient 

water as the result of this the product of this garden greatly increased. They start to export it to Asmara and even 

to Italy. The income of this product was for them only. The indigenous people were only allowing to work. This 

had positive impact on the society. First it created job opportunity for the people who live on the nearby villages. 

These societies have been motivated to exercise gardening activity. During the Italians, Britishers, as well as the 

Ethiopian Administration it was used as a social and economic capital of the locality. Dozens of employees worked 

at Mai-Ayni, some for their whole live. Parallel to this small factory was also established at that time; those 

factories were used as the suppliers of raw materials and also produce different materials that can be exported. 

Some of these factors were still there in that region. 

This area was used as the source of food and medicine for the Eritrean soldiers during the time if Eritrean armed 

struggle.  After independence, Mai-Ayni became an example of bravery and a model. Because of this shining 

example there are several citrus plantations with good economic income and to a number of local and settled 

investors in that area. Nowadays Mai-Ayni is owned and accomplished by experienced ex-fighters. They have a 

unified management of the plantation. As in the past they grow Citrus fruits as well as vegetables and fodder grass 

for feeding-dairy Cows, Pigs, small Ruminants, Chicken etc... Construction of educational institutions, water 

reservoirs, Health care facilities, provision of potable water supply, electrification was some developments taken 

place in this Sub-Zone. Now that the old Mai-Ayni after enduring innumerable hardships during colonial era, has 

even become a famous medium size town as the center of Sub-zone Mai-Ayni. 
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